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Pavel (a pseudonym) is a homeless asylum-seeker placed in Glasgow. He grew up in Ukraine and southern Russia and attended a special school for those who showed artistic promise. He had contact with the local psychiatric services in Ukraine and believed that he was subject to experimentation by them. Pavel agrees with his diagnosis of schizophrenia and finds his treatment, which includes antipsychotic medication, helpful. This picture makes reference to Carstairs State Hospital, a maximum security institution, where he was an in-patient for a period. Over the past 4 years Pavel has experienced two relapses of his illness, and arguably his paintings become less coherent and have less conventional subject matter during these periods. Pavel writes: ‘I am not interested in selling my painting. My painting is my own response to circumstances I have found myself in. I consider my paintings to be a scientific investigation into my own thinking and into my understanding of the world. For me, all philosophies and psychologies have a snowball effect: one of which I say is four dimensional. Under the old Theory of Time, these paintings I have created, for me, complete a body of work which can give others the gifts and treatments I have had’. 

Do you have an image, preferably accompanied by 100 to 200 words of explanatory text, that you think would be suitable for Psychiatry in Pictures? Submissions are very welcome and should be sent direct to Dr Allan Beveridge, Queen Margaret Hospital, Whitefield Road, Dunfermline, Fife KY12 0SU, UK.
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